
#DTTT's Guide to Gamification

LAAX Gamification Example

LAAX developed the Inside LAAX App. As well as allowing visitors to book tickets for the slopes, book meals,
and find out about events and directions, the app also acts as a way to gamify visitor's LAAX experience.

LAAX does this through creating Leaderboards that allow visitors to compare their statistics to each other
and compete with both friends and strangers. The Inside LAAX app has leaderboards for the number of days,
lifts and vertical slopes.

The 'Inside LAAX' app also has a built in friends function, allowing you to add friends, both friends you came
with and friends you make at the destination, and see what they are doing on the mountains.

'Inside LAAX' further adds to the gaming experience by offering visitors different badges for the different
things they have done, and operating on a points system, in which visitors can use points they gained to
unlock rewards and souvenirs.

Can be used to create innovative
products and services

Makes your destination stand out
amongst the competitors.

What is Gamification ?
Gamification in tourism is the application of game like elements to
the visitor experience, such as creating a competition or a
challange around an experience like skiing, or visiting a cultural
heritage site. Increasingly this is being done through technology
such as downloadable apps, that allow the visitor to immerse
themselves virtually within the destination, or compete with other
visitors.

What Experiences within your Destination can you gamify?

Cultural/ Historical Heritage Sites

Sports Activities e.g Cycling, Skiing

Hiking, Walking tour, Cycling

Adrenaline Activities: Zip
Wire, WhiteWater rafting.

Food Trails

Snorkling and scuba diving

Museums Art Galleries

Monuments

Tourist Attractions
Before Arrival in the destination-
I.e in planning stage, check out.

Circle the ones that apply.

Why Try Gamification ?

How can you create competition?

Thinking more about the four experiences you selected, how could you create an element of Competition
within these experiences?

Engages Audience in new ways

Creates a culture of playfulness and fun.

Who is your audience ?
Thinking about the experiences you just circled and select your favourite 4.
Who would be your audience for these experiences? How would you build your experiences to suit these
audiences.

Voting Sessions

Gamification:
What is your destination goal for gamification?
E.g Create exciting interactive experiences around the city to increase
geographical spread

How to build gamification into your visitor experience ?

- Build the game around your destination, think about what your offering is.

- Play on the aesthetics of your destination, and taste of your visitors.

- Think about your target audience, who will be using the app.

- Add an element of competition, let players compete against each other or complete a
challange.

-Build a rewards systems, whether its points, unlocking new facts about the destination
on an opportunity to win unique souvenirs.

E.G Children and families
E.g Milienial couples with an
active lifestyle.

Delivery:
How are you going to deliver your gamified experience- Circle all possible options.

Virtual Reality

Build in experience to the destination app

 Non-digital experience

Downloadable game specific app

 How to Enrich Your Gamified Experience

Easter Eggs and Hidden Gems

Think about how you can use each of these suggestions to enrich your
four potential gamified experiences.

How can you add easter eggs and hidden gems to your visitors experience.
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Rewards
How can you incorporate rewards in your gamified experience? What would
these rewards be.
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Live Interaction
How can your gamified experience encourage your visitors to interact with
your destination
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Use sticky notes to vote on which of your four ideas are your favourite by putting your sticky
notes in one of the band of the circles. Add up you score in the circle in the centre.

E.G Children and families
E.g Milienial couples with an
active lifestyle.

Electronic Guide

Guided maps

Idea 1� Idea 2�

Idea 3 Idea 4

Final Idea and Next Steps
What was your final idea? What are the next steps you need to make it happen?

Place your
vote here


